Introduction

Ground movement is caused by the rehydration of clay or
expansive shale soils, overburden recovery resulting from deep
excavations or, in certain parts of the world, permafrost heave.

The amount of movement will depend on a number of factors including:
●
●
●

CELLCORE HX

The plasticity of the soil and the degree of dessication
The extent to which vegetation and trees have been removed or planted
The excavation depth

Analysis of the site investigation should indicate the
expected amount of movement.Valuable guidance is
supplied in the NHBC document ‘Building Near Trees’
(Chapter 4.2).

For more than 20 years Cordek have supplied a number
of products to prevent ground movement damaging the
integrity of residential and commercial buildings.

The standard range now consists of:

CELLCORE HX

CELLFORM HX

CLAYMASTER

The products have been fully proven on major projects throughout the UK and overseas.

The Cellcore HX product range

CELLCORE HX S

CELLCORE HX B

CELLFORM HX

For use under suitably
re-inforced floor slabs

For use under suspended
beams

For use under suspended beams
combined with permanent formwork

The benefits of Cellcore HX are:
●

BBA Certificated

●

Meets NHBC’s Technical Standards

●

Water resistant and does not degrade

●

Needs no ancillaries

●

Inert and contains no CFC’s or HCFC’s

●

Insulating properties enhance sustainability

●

Moulded production for enhanced and
consistent performance

Performance
All grades of Cellcore HX and Cellform HX work on
established engineering principles.
They do not rely on water injection and material
degradation.
Each grade is designed to support a given thickness of
concrete plus a live load allowance of 1.5kN/m2 with
negligible creep compression during a 16 hour curing
period (THE SAFE LOAD).

Drainage slots
The standard grades all
incorporate drainage slots to
alleviate water pressure.

Cellcore HX Plus
For use under suitably reinforced slabs
where insulation is needed.
Thickness
(mm)
50 (Standard)

Thermal Resistance
m2c/w
1.39

75

2.08

100

2.78

125

3.47

150

4.17

At the pre-determined load above the SAFE LOAD, which
is known as the FAIL LOAD, the legs will buckle and
collapse as the ground moves upwards.
The slab, beam or pile cap must be designed to accept the
difference between its self weight and the fail load (see
design examples on page 5).
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Design Examples

DESIGN EXAMPLE 1

DESIGN EXAMPLE 2

Lightweight Slab (220mm thick)

Beam (600mm deep)

- Assume the soil survey showed a plasticity index of 15.

- Assume the soil survey showed a plasticity index of 30.

- Table 2 shows the potential for ground movement is low

- Table 2 shows the potential for ground movement is medium

- BRE/NHBC data recommends a clear Void of 50mm.

- BRE/NHBC data recommends a clear Void of 100mm.

1. Total deadweight/downward load is:

1. Total deadweight/downward load is:

Self weight of 220mm concrete slab:
0.22 x 25kN/m3
Live load allowance
TOTAL LOAD

=
=
=

5.5kN/m2
1.5kN/m2
7.0kN/m2

2. Table 1 shows the next SAFE LOAD value is 7kN/m2
(Fail Load of 10kN/m2 )

The appropriate Cellcore HX S grade = 7/10
3. A maximum 50mm of ground movement is predicted and Table 2
shows that,
The Cellcore HX S depth to accommodate this = 90mm
So, the full product specification =

Cellcore HX S 90mm 7/10
As stated above, this Cellcore HX S grade has a
FAIL LOAD of 10 kN/m2

Self weight of 600mm concrete beam:
0.60 x 25kN/m3
Live load allowance
TOTAL LOAD

= 15.0kN/m2
= 1.5kN/m2
= 16.5kN/m2

2. Table 1 shows the next SAFE LOAD value is 18kN/m2
(Fail Load of 24kN/m2 )

The appropriate Cellcore HX B grade = 18/24
3. A maximum 100mm of ground movement is predicted and Table 2
shows that,
The Cellcore HX B depth to accommodate this = 155mm
So, the full product specification =

Cellcore HX B 155mm 18/24
As stated above, this Cellcore HX B grade has a
FAIL LOAD of 24 kN/m2

The slab must be suitably designed to accommodate the
transmitted load and two possible modes of failure should be
considered:

The beam must be suitably designed to accommodate the
transmitted load and two possible modes of failure should
be considered:

i) The Slab being lifted off the foundation.
ii) Failure of the Slab in bending or shear due to the uplift.

i) The Beam being lifted off the top of the piles.
ii) Failure of the Beam in bending or shear due to the uplift.
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For our detailed literature on these other Cordek Solutions,
please call our technical sales on: +44 (0) 1403 799601

Formwork Solutions
For a range of construction applications

Trough & Waffle Moulds
For forming ribbed concrete floors

Piling Accessories
A range of product solutions and systems

Corform
For constructing Bridge Decks

Groundform
A formwork system for in-situ ground beams and pile caps

Correx

®

For temporary protection

Tipform
A system for constructing steep sided landfill sites

Filcor EPS
For voidforming, fill and a range of other applications

Creative Solutions
For a range of design led applications

Gas Protection
For venting hazardous gases from under buildings
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